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ABSTRACT
This chapter provides a guide to many of the most important quantitative
measures of economic and financial power. We offer a brief critical survey of many
types of quantitative measures that have been or could be used to analyze the
economic and financial power of rising Asia. We argue that while aggregate measures
are useful in terms of documenting the economic rise of East Asia, they are of quite
limited use in analyzing actual power relationships which can vary tremendously from
one issue area to another. We find that East Asia's effective use of power, while
certainly ascendant, has generally not yet increased commensurate with the magnitude
of its economic rise. We illustrate a number of areas where careful analysis shows that
attention just to aggregate quantitative measures alone can be highly misleading.
Quantitative analysis needs to be combined with case-specific qualitative and analytic
analysis. Measures of aggregate resources must be combined with analysis of
countries' political capacity and willingness to make use of their resources for power
purposes.
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1. Introduction
This chapter offers a brief critical survey of many types of quantitative measures
that have or could be used to analyze the rising economic and financial power of East
Asia and provides illustrations of the strengths and weaknesses of many of these
measures. As emphasized in the Introduction to this collection, there are many
different concepts of power. Data on such matters as the growth of exports, imports,
GDP, and foreign investment are quite useful in documenting the economic rise of
nations and regions. On such measures the bourgeoning importance of emerging
market economies in East Asia, especially China, is obvious and explains the greatly
increased attention being paid to the region. Our analysis finds that to date East Asia
has not come close to exerting economic and financial power in proportion to the
increases in its economic importance.
Given the understandable concerns from countries whose relative economic size
is diminishing, it is likely quite wise that East Asian countries have so far generally
used restraint in flexing their new found economic muscles. The economic rise of East
Asia, while a valuable development from the standpoint of human welfare, inevitably
also places strains on the operation of the global economy. Conflicts of course have
and will continue to arise. That economic development and international trade are
positive-sum games does not mean that everyone gains. Restraint on the direct uses of
economic and financial power to resolve disputes make an important contribution to
assuring that the economic rise of East Asia will be peaceful. Therefore, the question
of whether the fairly limited use of economic and financial power by East Asian
countries is due to deliberate restraint or, alternatively, to the failure of economic
growth to translate directly into economic power is an important issue for analysis.
It is clear that part of the answer is that aggregate economic and financial
measures are much less useful in capturing actual changes in power relationships than
they are in documenting economic rise and decline. For example, despite all the hype
given to forecasting the date when China’s aggregate GDP will pass the that of the
United States, the event will have little if any substantive impact on actual power
relationships. China has already grown to the size that it has become a major
component of the world economy.
How aggregate economic and financial developments translate into effective
power can vary enormously from one issue area to another. Substantive analysis of
power relationships must be context specific. One needs to analyze power in terms of
the ability to get who to do what and when (i.e., to project influence) and the power to
protect oneself from various types of external events (i.e., to defend autonomy). These
external events may be the actions of other countries deliberately seeking to influence
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a country’s behavior or the unintended consequences of policy developments abroad
that were pursued for their own sake. Also of importance is the behavior of non-state
actors. It has been popular to argue that globalization has sharply diminished the
power of states to pursue their policy objectives. While this is certainly true with
respect to many types of policies, the strength of some types of policies can actually
be increased by globalization. For example high international capital mobility can
help a country finance budget deficits, at least up to the point where the credibility of
a country's debt comes into question. Thus the effects of globalization on the power of
countries must be analyzed for specific issues. Both theoretical and empirical analyses
are of considerable importance. For example, many empirical studies have found that
globalization has reduced important aspects of many countries' power much less that
frequently assumed.
Aggregate measures of economic and military power based on factors such as
population, gross domestic product (GDP), steel production…etc have become much
less useful than in the days of balance-of-power relationships during the 18th and 19th
centuries. Two major developments have led to a great reduction in the usefulness of
such measures – to the point we argue, that fashionable measures of overall power
that combine various types of statistical indicators have become virtually
meaningless – except for the attention they attract to those who produce them.
The dramatic growth of technology has made traditional measures such as
population size almost meaningless as a component of military power among major
nations. Nor does aggregate GDP give an adequate measure. The time needed to
convert general economic resources to military uses are much greater today than in
the vastly less technologically advanced days of the 18th and 19th centuries when
balance-of-power analysis became popular. Furthermore changing attitudes about the
legitimacy of using military force has greatly reduced the transfer of such power to
economic and financial areas. Of course, the ability to use economic resources to
promote economic, financial, and security goals is still quite important. Capacity
measures of power are still useful, but only when they are combined with analysis of
the ability and willingness to use such resources in specific situations. This in turn
depends heavily on domestic political considerations. While the realist tradition in
international relations has tended to focus on the external strength of nations, recent
developments in the study of international political economy have focused attention
also on the importance of the domestic strengths of governments and how these are
influenced by political and institutional factors.
The decline in the role of military power in influencing economic and financial
power is a vivid illustration of how norms about acceptable behavior can influence
crucially the use of power. Also of considerable importance are other aspects of the
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world views or mental models that influence countries' behavior both in terms of their
normative goals and their perceptions of how the world works.
In section 2, we offer a brief critical survey of various types of aggregate
measures of power. We argue that aggregate measures are useful in terms of
illustrating the economic rise of East Asia, but are much less useful for analyzing
effective power across different issue areas. Measures of the political capacity to
translate resources into actions are discussed in section 3. In section 4 we discuss
measures of microeconomic sources of power and vulnerability primarily in terms of
the use of economic sanctions. In section 5 we turn to the uses and limitations of
macroeconomic and international financial measures of power for East Asia relative
to the United States. In a number of instances we discuss methods of quantitative
estimation of relationships in addition to basic data. Section 6 concludes.
2. Some Aggregate Measures of Power
2.1. Issues of Measurement
Obtaining measures of economic growth is fairly straight forward compared with
many of the other measures to be discussed. For most countries basic economic data
such as rates of economic growth, inflation rates and, exchange rates are easily
available from a number of sources such as the International Financial Statistics of the
International Monetary Fund (IMF) and the World Bank’s World Economic Indicators.
Not all countries' statistics are of equal quality, however. China's inflation and
economic growth statistics have been the subject of particularly strong criticism, with
many experts arguing that official growth rates tend to be systematically overstated
while inflation rates are understated (Rawski 2001; Wang and Meng 2001). Focus
should clearly be on real rather than nominal economic growth, and there are several
different types of price indices that are used to convert nominal into real growth
rates.1 For example, real GDP equals nominal GDP divided by consumer price index
(CPI) or producer price index (PPI), or Wholesale Price Index. CPI measures the
average change over time in the prices of a basket of goods and services. Due to
national differences in the selection of a basket of goods and services, using CPIs can
cause bias in cross-national comparisons. There is also an issue of the importance of
aggregate economic growth that includes the effects of population growth versus per
capita growth that correlates highly with the growth of productivity.
The same types of issues affect the measurement of the aggregate size of
economies. A particularly vexing issue concerns the problem of converting economic
1
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and financial magnitudes into different currencies for purposes of comparison. While
this also affects calculations of growth rates, the magnitudes of the differences in the
figures from different methods are of course much greater when comparing the
overall size of economies. The easiest method of comparison is to translate at current
exchange rates. One difficulty with this method is that exchange rates can often vary
substantially over short time periods. Hence averages of exchange rates are often used.
Another problem occurs when governments' maintain exchange rates at
disequilibrium levels. This has been a major issue with respect to China's heavily
managed exchange rate. There are many different methods for calculating equilibrium
exchange rates and no consensus on which one is best. Thus, not surprisingly,
estimates of the extent of undervaluation of the RMB vary substantially.2
A more subtle issue is that different levels of income and rates of productivity
growth can substantially affect the relative prices of traded versus non-traded goods.
Due to the Balassa-Samuelson effect, the use of equilibrium market exchange rates
can substantially underestimate the real purchasing power of individuals in low
income and high growth economies such as China. For measuring individual welfare
and how well economies are performing, there is a strong case that some forms of
purchasing-power-parity (PPP) adjusted comparisons are the most relevant. Data from
the Penn World Tables is often used for this purpose. However for looking at the
magnitude of a country’s direct influence on the global economy, a measure based on
nominal exchange rates is more appropriate. Thus the best measures for internal and
external issues differ once again.
There are also many treatments of quantitative measures of various important
components of GDP such as amount of energy used, levels of manufacturing
production, amount of education offered, and number of patents obtained, etc
(Fagerberg 1994; Barro 1996; Lee 2005). These also can be useful for analyzing
specific aspects of power. All too often, however, they are presented as if they are self
-evident measures of power without careful analysis of how they actually relate to the
different major concepts of power. Especially questionable in this context are
composite measures that purport to measure overall power through adding together a
set of quantitative measures. We argue in the following discussion that such
composite measures are virtually worthless for measuring effective aspects of power.
We illustrate these concerns with a critique of one of the most recently proposed
composite measures by economist Arvind Subramanian (2011).
2.2. Composite Measures
2
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In his recent work Subramanian (2011) challenges what he sees as “a one-sided
US-centric perspective” and predicts that China will soon become “economically
dominant”. Subramanian bases his argument heavily on his index of economic power
which combines three factors – GDP, trade, and net creditor or debtor position. These
three variables are clearly important, but his claim that “No other gauge of dominance
is as instructive as these three” is highly dubious. Subramanian ignores that economic
relationships are often highly situation-specific. As illustrated by the concept of
“complex interdependence” developed by Keohane and Nye (1977), interdependence
is often asymmetrical. In the modern world effective power resources may vary
substantially from one issue to another, and in the same issue area a country’s power
may vary greatly in relation to different countries. Therefore, aggregate indices of
economic power, while perhaps fun to debate, are of quite limited usefulness in
analyzing actual issues.
Subramanian follows a tradition of constructing composite measures that include
economic or financial concepts as a part of their power dimensions. Many of these
measures focus primarily on military power and include economic variables as they
are seen to relate to conversion into military power. One of the most widely used
composite measures in studies of international relations is the Composite Index of
National Capability (CINC). This is comprised of a country’s total population, urban
population, iron and steel production, primary energy consumption ratio, military
expenditure ratio, and military personnel ratio. The National Power Index (NPI) is
another measure combining weighted factors of GDP, defense spending, population,
and technology. It is calculated by the International Futures computer model and
purports to measure a country’s relative share (percentage) of all global power.
Comprehensive National Power (CNP) is a power index developed in China. It takes
both military factors (hard power) and economic and cultural factors (soft power) into
consideration. As we argued above, such aggregate measures are of quite limited
value for serious analysis since they fail to recognize the issue-specific nature of
many types of power in a world of limited transfer of power across different issue
areas and also fail to capture the willingness or ability of various countries to translate
power capacities into effective actions.3
3. Political Transformations
Having great economic capabilities yields a country power only to the extent that
it has the political capacity to exploit these resources. This in turn depends heavily on
the political strength of the government. There are a number of important dimensions
3
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to government strength or weakness. One of the most important is a government's
ability to implement the policies that it desires. The stronger are domestic institutional
constraints on what the executive branch can do without requiring approval from the
legislature, the less freedom of action an executive has. And for policies that must be
approved, how easy or difficult this will be can depend both on the forms of
government -- whether the executive has a majority in the legislature -- and how
strong is party discipline. There may also be a broader range of veto players and
interest groups that can block positive actions or pressure governments to take actions
that they would prefer not to undertake. Underlying the power of such pressures are
the natural concerns of government leaders to keep themselves and their party in
power. In stable democracies such concerns take the form of efforts to win elections.
In authoritarian and less stable democratic regimes the threat of coups is also relevant.
Governments have more scope for action the greater is their popularity and the
further away are the next elections. Concerns about staying in power can substantially
influence a government's scope for action and often induce it to adopt policies that are
winners over short time horizons, but which may undercut a country's economic
strength over the longer term. Excessive deficit spending is a prime example. Ability
to tap financial markets to supplement tax revenues in response to a new challenge is
an important aspect of economic power. A weak government typically finds it difficult
to fight off the demands for increased spending and reduced taxes that lead to fiscal
deficits. Once deficits have accumulated to the point where a country’s ability to
honor its debts comes into question, its scope for action can become severely limited.
While the willingness of investors to buy additional sovereign debt has a strong
psychological component, there are quite a number of various types of quantitative
measures that can be quite useful for assessing a country’s “fiscal space” (Heller 2005;
Heller et al. 2006; Nooruddin and Chhibber 2007). Their stronger financial positions
played an important role in the ability of Asian countries to minimize the adverse
effects on their economies of the global financial crisis in comparison with the Asian
crisis of 1997-98.
While taking more complex forms, interest group and popular pressures appear
in authoritarian as well as democratic political systems. For example, even though
China has an authoritarian political system the government is quite concerned about
social instability; fears about possible adverse effects on export industries have been a
major factor strongly limiting the government’s willingness to appreciate the RMB.
More generally the Chinese leadership fully understands the need for a rebalancing of
the economy toward more consumption rather than an export-led model, but the
slowness with which this is being accomplished has been due in no small part to the
power of entrenched interests to block reforms that would harm their positions.
7

A final important aspect of government strength is how well the authorities can
implement the policies that have been adopted. This depends on such factors as the
quality of the bureaucracy - the extent of corruption and the strength of the rule of law
more generally. A government’s political strength or weakness can sometimes shift
dramatically within a short period of time, and there is no substitute for informed
political judgments about various facets of a government’s political capacity. But
there are areas such a government’s ability to raise tax revenues and carry out
effective administration that often change only slowly and which can be the subject of
useful quantitative measures that can be a valuable complement to informed
judgments by experts.
There are now available a number of data sets that attempt to measure
government strength including various aspects of government effectiveness such as
the concept of relative political capacity, number of veto players, and levels of
political instability which have been developed. The quality of these measures
varies, however, and they cannot capture all of the nuances of current political
situations. Thus they should be used as complements rather than as substitutes for
qualitative political analysis when investigating specific situations.
3.1. Strength of Government and Political Instability
Government strength can be measured in a number of ways. One is by the
composition of the government. A single party majority government is considered as a
stronger government than a coalition government. In addition, a minority government
is less likely to achieve strong public performance (Huber, Kocher and Sutter 2003).
This is usually referred to in terms of the number of veto players, where a multiparty
government based on a fragile coalition will have less capacity to respond to
challenges than the leader of a presidential system whose party also controls the
legislative4; or else by the concept of divided government, where the executive body
in a unified government is more capable of performing efficient policy outcomes and
less likely to obstruct initiatives from the legislative body than a divided government.
A unified government is therefore able to offer better performance (Lohmann and
4

In an insightful analysis of government responses to the Asian currency and financial crises of 1997,
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O’Halloran 1994; Edwards III, Barret and Peake 1997; Coleman 1999).
A second is that a government with a higher quality of bureaucracy will be in a
stronger position to overcome political or legal obstructions, realize public policies,
and translate resources into effective power. The Worldwide Governance Indicator
(WGI) collected and maintained by the World Bank can serve as a good reference on
this aspect. The dimension of “government effectiveness” in the WGI highlights
bureaucratic efficiency and performance.5 A government that has a more efficient
bureaucratic system is more likely to wield its power effectively.
A third is political instability. This is difficult to define, but in general there are
two broad types of concepts. The first type looks at instability in the physical sense of
riots, destruction, and coups. Many measures of political instability are constructed as
functions of the number of episodes of politically motivated violence and unrest, such
as riots, coups and coup attempts, revolutions, strikes, assassinations and assassination
attempts, and so on.
The second type of political instability may occur within even the most peaceful
environments. This is the probability of changes in government through elections or
parliamentary realignments (Walton et al. 2008).
Country reports produced by the International Country Risk Guide (ICRG) are
useful tools that systemically investigate the two abovementioned concepts. The
report assesses a country’s situation by evaluating its political risk confronted by
concerned parties. Social conditions, such as “ethnic and racial divisions” and
“regional and class divisions” are included while the likelihood of political change is
calculated and assessed in each country’s report. If the risk confronted is higher in a
certain country, according to the ICRG’s country report, the country is more likely to
be confronted with political instability.6
Analyses of such issues are often highly subjective and subject to differences of
opinion among experts. A useful way to combine such subjective analysis with the
rigor and consistency provided by formal modeling is to use the “expected utility” or
“agent based modeling” approach developed by researchers such as Kugler, Bueno de
Mesquita, and Abdollahian. Bueno de Mesquita et al. (2004) constructed a concept of
political survival with game-theoretic models to evaluate changes of political leaders
in a country. This approach can also be used to evaluate the ability of governments to
reallocate resources within the public sector and to expand the public sector to
5
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respond to new challenges.
3.2. Relative Political Capacity (RPC)
Another useful concept is that of taxable capacity as developed by the IMF. This
basic concept was expanded by Kugler and Organski (1980: 72) into the concept of
relative political capacity, which in turn has gone through a number of refinements.
Formulated by Kugler and Organski, this concept looks at levels of revenue collection
relative to estimates of taxable capacity. This measure assumes that the more a
country taxes and spends, the greater the capability of a government. For countries at
low and moderate levels of income, this type of measure has proven to have
considerable power in explaining economic performance (Arbetman and Kugler
1997). As income increases, however, more government is not always to be preferred.
In such cases, a large gap between government revenues and taxable capacity can
mean a preference at the margin for private over public sector activities rather than a
weak government.
A conceptual problem, however, is that this approach implicitly assumes that
more taxation is better than less. In lower income countries with modest levels of
government capacity to raise revenue, this is a reasonable assumption. For the
advanced industrial countries, however, levels of taxation are more a reflection of
political choice than political capacity. Thus, this approach is much more attractive for
application to lower income countries. Furthermore, different accounting and taxing
systems adopted by different countries might distort their actual financial extraction
capability as well. An unstable domestic economic situation leading to short-term
fluctuations of inflation might also result in a biased measurement of government
capacity.
4. Economic Sanctions and Microeconomic Sources of Power and Vulnerability
As we have stressed the various aspects of a country’s power can vary greatly
from one issue area to another. Here we discuss the uses of quantitative analysis in
several important microeconomic areas with particular focus on economic sanctions.
The structure of international trade and finance can be quite important for power
relationships. Control over strategic items for which there are limited substitutes can
give a country substantial leverage while dependence on such types of imports can be
a source of vulnerability. Data on the composition of trade both by country and by
commodity type are readily available for many countries from the IMF’s Direction of
International Trade. There are also many industry-specific and region-specific sources
as well as national statistics available.
The extent of industry level data that are available varies quite a bit from country
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to country and often is too broad to give the level of detail needed for some types of
analysis. For example, the dramatic expansion of international sourcing and
just-in-time inventory policies has led to a substantial increase in economic efficiency
during normal periods but also greatly increases vulnerability to major supply
disruptions.
The recent earthquake and resulting tsunami in Japan provided a vivid example.
Since many industries in East Asia depended heavily on components produced in
Japan the tsunami led to production breakdowns. It proved very difficult for
governments and indeed many firms to predict how many and where these disruptions
would occur because this would have required a level of statistical detail that was just
not available.
In considering the ability of countries to impose costly economic sanctions on
other countries – as well as a country’s own vulnerability to external supply
disruptions – analysis usually begins with a look at the statistics of industry-specific
trade flows. 7 Economists stress, however, that there can be a low degree of
correspondence between such flows and countries' actual leverage or vulnerability.
The extent of substitutability is the key here. If supplies from friendly trade partners
are easily available, heavy reliance on imports of a strategic product is of little
importance unless there is a serious threat of a blockade. Likewise, if domestic
substitutes can be produced fairly quickly at only a modest increase in costs, a
country’s vulnerability to a foreign supply disruption will be low. In turn these
conditions in the importing country give the exporter little leverage.
The ability to respond flexibly to the imposition of sanctions and other types of
shocks is an important aspect of the autonomy dimension of power. Policy flexibility
is important for macroeconomic as well as microeconomic shocks, as will be
discussed further below. The conditions for the successful formation and sustainability
of cartels are quite similar to those for the success of economic sanctions. Indeed the
huge sustained increase in oil prices in the early 1970s was the result of economic
sanctions imposed by the Arab members of OPEC rather, not a deliberate effort to act
as a profit-maximizing oil cartel. Of course, in response to this demonstration of
market power OPEC did begin to behave much more like an income maximizing
cartel.
Analysis of these types of issues requires econometric estimation of supply and
demand elasticities and/or careful case studies. A recent example of this type of
analytical challenge involved China's control of most of the world’s supply of rare
earth metals. China restricted exports in order to place pressure on Japan to release
7
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the captain of a fishing boat that Japan argued had been caught in Japanese waters.
Since such a use of sanctions is outlawed by the rules of the World Trade
Organization (WTO), China officially denied that it was imposing sanctions and
claimed that technical supply problems were the cause of the shutdown in shipments
to Japan. Such leverage is largely relevant only for the short term as there are many
other sources of rare earths globally that could be brought on stream over time. In
cases of substantial supply lags, domestic stockpiles of strategic materials are often
the best strategy.
In addressing economic sanctions, aggregate effects may often be less important
than their distribution. The latter may include not only the direct economic effects but
also the governments’ ability to cushion adverse impacts on favored groups. For the
former, quantitative studies can be quite valuable. Of course, also of crucial
importance is the way in which the political institutions operate to convert economic
impacts into effective political pressures. Again we see the importance of combining
economic and political analysis. Also important is the fact that sanctions, even where
quite costly economically, sometimes may actually increase the political position of
the target governments. Besides this possible rally-around-the-flag effect, it is often
important to consider the likely distributional effects within both the target and
sending country. Internal distributional effects are also often quite important when
selecting the industries on which to impose trade restrictions to counter trade
measures abroad. Sometimes quite sophisticated quantitative analysis is used to select
the most politically sensitive products such as those where there are high levels of
production in a legislative leader’s district. Such studies are often similar in
methodology to the many studies of the domestic political forces that generate
protectionist trade policies (Hillman and Ursprung 1988; Lohmann and O’Halloran
1994; Rodrik 1995; Bailey, Goldstein and Weingast Barry 1997; Mitra 1999).
5. The Uses and Abuses of Quantitative Analysis of International Monetary and
Financial Issues between China and the U.S.
The importance of issue-specific analysis can be further illustrated by examples
from the macroeconomic and international financial areas. Large holdings of
international reserves are often included in indices of a country’s power. Large reserve
holdings certainly do give countries a greater capacity to protect themselves from
currency crises, enhancing their autonomy. They also provide a war chest to finance
increased military expenditure. China’s huge reserve holdings also give it a much
greater ability to finance foreign economic activities such as providing foreign aid and
investment in Southeast Asia or Africa.
Very high reserves, however, reduce a country’s freedom to adjust the levels and
12

composition of their reserves without running the danger of provoking severe
repercussions. The popular argument that China’s huge dollar holdings give it great
leverage over the United States is grossly misleading. This is an area in which large
size can reduce some dimensions of power. A small country with a moderate level of
reserves has great freedom to adjust the composition of those reserves without fear of
affecting exchange rates. A huge dollar holder like China does not enjoy that luxury.
An issue that has received a good deal of recent attention concerns fears that
China’s huge holdings of US government debt greatly increase its leverage over the
US. This concern is often exaggerated. Any Chinese actions to dump dollars would
harm not only the US but also depreciate the value of China’s huge dollar holdings
and threaten generating an international financial crisis that would be harmful to both
countries as well as to many others. Thus this is a case of strong mutual dependence.
Whether in this case one country has a greater bargaining power over the other would
depend on their willingness to make credible threats. This would be a game of
chicken whose outcome is theoretically indeterminate. In other words this is a case of
strong mutual dependence, not clear Chinese dominance.
Another area that is more complicated than it seems at first appearance concerns
countries’ exports. The volume of a country's exports is frequently used as a measure
of power. This is consistent with traditional mercantilist thinking. Of course, control
over the exports of strategic items is a source of power, as discussed previously. But a
high level of exports relative to GDP can be a critical source of vulnerability as it
makes a country's macroeconomic performance heavily dependent on external
developments such as the rate of growth of the global economy. This is discussed
further below in the context of the global financial crisis. The Chinese government
recognizes this problem and is committed to rebalancing its macro economy to rely
more on domestic spending and less on foreign demand. That is consistent with
international pressure for such actions to reduce global imbalances. However,
China’s slow movement in that direction is likely due much more to recognition that
this is in its interests than to the effects of international pressure per se. High export
dependence is a feature of quite a number of East Asian economies
In contrast to the mercantilist view of the primacy of exports, high levels of
imports (of non strategic goods) may give a country more power than high levels of
exports. In a quasi-mercantilist world in which other countries place great weight on
expanding exports, controlling market access can give a country considerable
leverage. This has been important for both China and the US. This also illustrates the
importance of taking note of the willingness and ability of countries to take actions to
make use of their power potential. While the US certainly does at times take actions to
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limit foreign access to its markets, it does so much less than China.8
It is also important to note that actions taken by both China and the United States
are frequently due to pressures from domestic interest groups rather than the result of
concerns with national power as assumed by nationalist models of international
political economy.9 Nor is China fully immune to pressures from special interests.
Thus trade restrictions are often a reflection of weak rather than strong governments.
Another important issue concerns the growing size and regionalization of Asian
international trade. These trends had led many commentators to argue that Asia (and
the BRICs) had largely decoupled from macroeconomic developments in the
advanced economies, giving them much more economic autonomy. No longer when
the US sneezed would the rest of the world catch a cold. The recent global financial
crisis has shown this decoupling hypothesis to be greatly overstated. A point
overlooked by many of the decoupling advocates was the intra-industry nature of
much of the increase of intra-regional trade within Asia.
A high proportion of China’s imports from other Asian countries are not final
products but inputs into the exports that China sells to the advanced economies. Thus
when the advanced economies fell into recession, China’s exports plunged. In turn, its
imports of intermediate goods from the rest of Asia plunged. This of course meant
that the exports of the rest of Asia to China fell. The result was a much greater decline
in intra-Asian trade than might have been expected from the drop in China’s rates of
economic growth.
Exchange rate regimes and capital controls can influence how shocks are
transmitted internationally and how much domestic monetary autonomy a country can
maintain. The increase in globalization certainly increases economic interdependence,
but is far from forcing governments to fully give up policy autonomy to the market.
However, neither flexible exchange rates nor capital controls are fully effective in
insulating economies from foreign shocks.10 Low levels of holdings of toxic assets
did strongly limit how much East Asian countries had to pull back on their
international investments after 2008. While there is disagreement over how strongly
flexible rates provided Asian economies with insulation from the global financial
crisis, as compared with pegged exchange rates, neither currency regime was capable
of insulating these economies from the effects of the third stage of the crisis, the
8
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global recession that was generated by the financial meltdown. This led to a sharp fall
off in exports to the crisis economies and put an end, at least temporarily, to the
popular view that East Asia and other emerging market economies had effectively
decoupled from macroeconomic developments in the advanced economies. The
stronger financial positions of many of the East Asia countries allowed them to adopt
offsetting monetary and fiscal expansions that helped keep their economic downturns
much milder than during the Asian crisis of 1997-98. This is a case where holdings of
high levels of international reserves considerably enhanced Asian countries’
autonomy.
The effects of the global financial crisis provide an important example of how
quantitative analysis can be extremely useful. Consider the widespread impression
that China’s massive stimulus programs allowed it to escape the effects of the global
recessions to a much greater extent than most countries. Such perceptions are heavily
shaped by the fact that China continued to enjoy rates of economic growth that were
the envy of most of the world. But this is not a valid measure of the impact of the
crisis on China. For that purpose, what is relevant is how much China’s growth rate
fell from what it might otherwise have been. Of course, we cannot know exactly what
this counterfactual would have been. But econometric studies can give us ballpark
estimates, and these indicate that the fall in China’s growth rate caused by the crisis
was of the some order as that in the US (Li et al. 2012). This offers quite a different
perspective on the degree of China’s macroeconomic autonomy.
Another area where quantitative studies are essential concerns discussions of the
loss of countries’ monetary autonomy. It has frequently been argued that large
financial inflows were the major cause of the asset bubbles that preceded the Asian
crisis of 1997-98. Undoubtedly these did play a role. But the primacy often ascribed
to them is belied by the evidence that the monetary effects of these inflows were
largely sterilized by national central banks so that the effects of these inflows on
domestic money and credit creation were sharply limited. It is interesting to note that
such sterilization was possible even though the Asian countries had previously
eliminated many of their capital controls.
More recently it has been argued that by pegging to the U.S. dollar China has in
effect turned over control of its monetary policy to the United States. As emphasized
by the so-called Trilemma or Unholy Trinity, that would be true in conditions
combining a hard fix, no capital controls, and fully integrated financial markets.
However, none of these conditions hold in China. Though Beijing has abandoned its
fixed peg to the dollar, it continues to heavily manage its exchange rate and also retain
an extensive system of capital controls. And there is strong evidence that China has
been able to sterilize most of the domestic monetary effects of its huge balance of
15

payments surpluses as well, thus allowing it to maintain an effectively independent
monetary policy.11
As a final example, consider an area where economic power is most
transparently quantified. It is in countries’ quotas in the IMF, World Bank, and the
regional development banks. There is often stickiness in institutions, so that quotas
are often more reflective of past that current situations. This is certainly true with
Asia’s quotas at the IMF and World Bank. While Asian nations have at last received
substantial increases in percentage terms, it is still widely perceived that the region is
substantially underrepresented in terms of voting rights. Much more important is the
fact that especially in the IMF, voting shares usually are a very poor indicator of
influence. It is widely perceived that the United States, and to a lesser extent, Europe
may have much greater influence than their shares of voting rights would suggest.
This is because of the great importance of informal decision making at the IMF (Stone
2011). From this perspective increased participation from Asia in management and
senior staff positions at the IMF is likely to prove more important than increases in
formal voting rights. Movement in this direction has begun but still has a good way to
go before Asia is “properly” represented.
6. Concluding Remarks
In conclusion, we should note that we have not been able to cover all of the areas
where quantitative measures of power can be used. Soft power is an example. While
there have been some efforts to use quantitative measures such as foreign aid,
university rankings etc, to measure soft power, and even efforts to construct aggregate
indices, we view these as being of highly limited usefulness except for illustrative
purposes (Nye 2004; Gill & Huang 2006; Kurlantzick 2004; Paradise 2009). Perhaps
the most useful quantitative measures are surveys of attitudes or perceptions. We have
no doubt that soft power can be of importance. For example, the US subprime crisis
clearly diminished the attractiveness of the US financial system as a model for other
countries and strengthened anti-reformers within China’s leadership. The lack of good
proxy variables for soft power makes us skeptical, however, that this will prove to be
a useful area for quantitative research.
Our aim has been to demonstrate that while there are many areas in which
quantitative analysis can be useful for the analysis of economic and financial power,
considerable caution is needed in using such measures. Important economic aspects of
power must always be analyzed within their political context. Aggregate levels of
economies’ capacity and the economic effects of shocks may have quite different
11
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impacts on policy depending on how the political process operates. For example, even
for a country with great resources, if these resources have already been
overcommitted, the country will have little scope to respond to new challenges. Thus
we emphasize the importance of the domestic process of political transformation of
resources into action.
We stress that the context-specific nature of most aspects of economic and
financial power. A country may be quite strong in some issue areas and weak in others.
The ability to link issues so as to use strength in one area to counterbalance weakness
in another is much more limited today than in the 1700s or 1800s.. Thus countries can
have quite different levels of power across different issue areas. Both this and the
need to be able to transform resources into actions highlight the danger of paying too
much attention to aggregate measures of power. These are much too blunt to be useful
for almost any specific purpose.
We have offered a number of illustrations to suggest that the methodological
debate over the superiority of quantitative versus qualitative analysis should not be
taken seriously. Each approach has its uses and limitations, and these will vary across
issues. There are few, if any, cases where these approaches should not be viewed as
complements rather than substitutes. Qualitative analysis is typically needed to put in
context the meaning of various types of quantitative data. For example, China’s huge
international reserves increase its power in some areas but can diminish its effective
power in others. Thus vis-à-vis its power relationships with the United States there is
a situation of mutual dependence rather than dominance. Likewise both the US and
China have limited leverage to get the other to adjust macroeconomic and exchange
rate policies, but by the same token each has considerable autonomy in these areas.
The extraordinary economic rise of Asia to date has not yet been transformed
into anything like a comparable increase in power across many of the world
economy’s most important issue areas. But these are early days. East Asia’s
economies are still on the rise. How the region’s ascent will affect a wide range of
power relationships over the coming years will be a crucial issue for the dynamics of
our global political economy.
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